The key conclusions from the interactive session on the effective business and finance aspects for the rollout of these technologies in the market in terms of both products and business development is that practitioners in the public sector can conclude:

1. Common terminology needs to be agreed upon.
2. Working on building trust across borders is essential;
3. Specific outcomes that can then be easily complemented with local, national, and international outcomes.
4. Agreeing on a core set of competences and learning outcomes that are common to both public and private sectors.
5. Green (public) procurement is needed (achieving nZEB buildings).
6. Information is key to convince workers and employers of the importance of skills for energy efficiency.
7. Conduct certain installations;
8. Requirements in the EPBD for trained workers to conduct certain installations.
9. BUS Pillar II outputs are being taken up by affiliated Horizon 2020 EU Projects (HOMESKIN, INNOVIP, GELCLAD, Envelopes - H2020 EU Projects, and others) as well as (municipal) policy.

The full programme is available here. The current European Building Technology Platform (ECTP) is running initiatives on the understanding of the communication campaigns targeted at the construction sector in order to attract young talent and promote job opportunities in the construction sector. The report is a study of the communication campaign targeted at the construction sector. The report was written by the Trinomics in Brussels on 23 November 2017: ‘Taking stock of the construction sector’s knowledge and skills development needs and looking forward’.

The interactive session on mutual recognition focused on the business and finance aspects of the rollout of these technologies. The key conclusions from the interactive session are:

1. The full agenda including structural designers and construction managers as well as the implications of BIM in the sector – how the technology will affect practitioners in the public sector.
2. The programme for the two-day summit starts with a overview of the BIM in Europe and Spain. It also addresses the current and future implications of BIM in Spain and the future implications of BIM in Europe.
3. The two-day summit ends on 31 December is still unsure. Read the full news here.
4. The workshop programme, registration link as well as the latest information about the call including eligibility criteria and how to apply can be found on the

European construction, built environment and supporting measures which are benefitting citizens and the economy.

Examples show that it is possible to introduce strategic policies further to stimulate the renovation of the building stock. The further examples show that it is possible to introduce strategic policies further to stimulate the renovation of the building stock. The full programme is available on this link. The full programme is available on this link.